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Abstract: The lethal Indian Ocean tsunami of December 26, 2004 hit the southeast and south-Asian and east African countries causing devastation of undescrivable properties. The wave reached the coast of Africa with considerable intensity traveling \(~4500\) km from the epicenter. The purpose of this study is to compute the effect of initial wave associated with a far field tsunami source in a region of interest within a limited area model. In order to simulate the far field tsunami, four model domains have been considered: these are the original domain (OD) which is same as Roy et al. (2006) and three extended domains ED(1), ED(2) and ED(3) obtained by extending the west boundary of OD through 1100, 1500 and 4500 km respectively. The source of Indonesian tsunami 2004 is shifted to each of the extended domains to compute its response along the western open boundary of OD. Using these data, the open boundary condition of Roy et al. (2006) is applied along the western boundary of OD for generating response along the west coast of Peninsular Malaysia and Thailand in absence of any source. It is found that by proper choice of the amplitude and scale factors associated with the boundary condition, it is possible to generate similar response of a far field tsunami source with reasonable accuracy.
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1. Introduction

Tsunamis are a series of enormous waves created by an underwater disturbance such as an earthquake, landslide, volcanic eruption, or meteorite. Tsunami waves can be generated when the sea floor abruptly deforms and vertically displaces the overlying water. A tsunami can move at hundreds of kilometers per hour in the open ocean and may smash into land with waves as high as 30 meters or more. A tsunami can have a wavelength in excess of 100 km and period in the range of 10 min to one hour. Tsunamis are called local, regional and distant if the distances of the source are within 100 km, 100–700 km, and more than 700 km respectively from the coast.

Numerical simulations of tsunami propagation have greatly improved in the last 30 years. Several computational models are being used in the National Tsunami Hazard Mitigation Program, sponsored by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). The computational models include MOST (method of splitting tsunami), developed originally by researchers at the University of Southern California (Titov and Synolakis, 1998) and TUNAMI, developed at Tōhoku University in Japan (Imamura, 1996). Kowalik et al. (2005) developed a global model to simulate the generation, propagation and run-up of the tsunami associated with the 26 December 2004
event throughout the globe between 80° S and 69° N. A nonlinear Polar coordinate shallow water model has recently been developed by Roy et al. (2006) to compute the effect of Indonesian tsunami 2004 along the west coast of Peninsular Malaysia and North Sumatra. All of these models require further validation by large-scale laboratory experiments and/or field data. A series of studies on tsunami computation have been performed all over the world. Some of these are the studies of Kowalik and Whitmore (1991), Kienle et al. (1996), Imamura and Gica (1996), Titov and Gonzalez (1997), Inteaz and Imamura (2001), Zahibo et al. (2003a), Zahibo et al. (2003b), Roy and Ismail (2005).

In the past two decades, several works for estimating far field tsunami have emerged in the literature (see, e.g., Go et al. 1988; Nagano et al. 1991; Mofjeld et al. 2001; Koike et al. 2003). They have used some historical data to assess the tsunami risk for coastal locations in the Caribbean Sea. All of these studies are very popular for estimations of far field tsunami potentials when the tsunami sources are located in the open sea. Zahibo et al. (2003a) has estimated far field tsunami potential for the Caribbean coast based on the numerical simulation of the few prognostic events using TUNAMI2. They have used some events using the known characteristics of their origin (coordinate, magnitude etc) and estimated their effects in five selected zones.

The response of initial tsunami waves generated at any location can reach every distant corner (Kowalik et al. 2005). So it is necessary to estimate the response along a particular region of interest due to a tsunami source located far away from that region. This may be done through a global model that contains both the source region and the region of interest. But a global model is very expensive in terms of both computer storage and CPU time and is not suitable for real time simulation. The alternative is to incorporate appropriate boundary conditions in a limited area model surrounding the region of interest.

In general, an open boundary condition is used to ensure transparency in allowing disturbances created in a model domain to go out. This may as well be used to allow disturbances to enter transparently from outside into the model domain. For example, tidal oscillation in a limited area model domain is generated through this method (Johns et al. 1985, Roy 1995). A sinusoidal wave is allowed to propagate into the model domain through an open boundary by using appropriate amplitude, phase and time period of the wave. The response of this type of boundary condition at every grid point is also sinusoidal. By adjusting the amplitude and phase it is possible to generate a representative tidal oscillation of specific time period in the model domain. Similarly, in computing the effect of far field tsunami source in a limited area model, a boundary condition may be incorporated along the open boundary, which is facing the tsunami source.

A nonlinear Cartesian coordinate shallow water model was developed by Roy and Ismail (2005) to compute the effect of the 2004 tsunami along the west coast of Peninsular Malaysia and Thailand associated with the Indonesian tsunami 2004. The analysis area of this model is a rectangular region approximately between 2°–14° N and 91°–101.5° E. The model area includes the source region of 2004 event. The model of Roy and Ismail (2005) is used to formulate a boundary condition along the western open boundary, parallel to y-axis, so that its response along the west coast of Peninsular Malaysia and Thailand agrees reasonably well with the observed data of 2004 tsunami (Roy et al. 2006). The following procedure was adopted to search for the desired boundary condition:

The model of Roy and Ismail (2005), with governing equations and boundary conditions, was applied to compute the maximum amplitudes and time series of water levels along the western open boundary associated with the source of Indonesian tsunami 2004. Based on these data, Roy et al. (2006) formulated a boundary condition along this open boundary. This formulated boundary condition was applied to compute the effect of tsunami in the absence of any source in the model domain.

The limitation of the study of Roy et al. (2006) lies in the fact that the response along the western open boundary has been computed due
to the source which is inside the model domain. But for developing appropriate boundary condition due to far field tsunami, the response data along the open boundary must be obtained due to sources outside the model domain. In the present study, to compute the affects of far field tsunami along the coastal belts of Phuket and Penang Island, four domains have been considered: one is the original domain similar to that of Roy and Ismail (2005), abbreviated as OD. The other three extended domains, abbreviated as ED(1), ED(2) and ED(3), are obtained by placing the western open boundary 1100 km, 1500 km and 4500 km away from the open boundary of OD. This is done to facilitate shifting of the position of the source of Indonesian tsunami 2004 outside OD. Setting this source in every ED(i) we investigate its response along the west open boundary of OD. Based on these responses, a boundary condition similar to Roy et al. (2006) has been used for the western open boundary of OD to compute the effects of far field tsunami along Phuket and Penang in absence of any source (Fig.1).

2. Mathematical Formulation

2.1. Depth averaged shallow water equations

The depth averaged equations are as follows:

\[
\frac{\partial \zeta}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial}{\partial x}[(\zeta + h)u] + \frac{\partial}{\partial y}[(\zeta + h)v] = 0
\]

\[
\frac{\partial u}{\partial t} + u \frac{\partial u}{\partial x} + v \frac{\partial u}{\partial y} - f v = -g \frac{\partial \zeta}{\partial x} + C_f \frac{(u^2 + v^2)^{1/2}}{\zeta + h} \tag{2}
\]

\[
\frac{\partial v}{\partial t} + u \frac{\partial v}{\partial x} + v \frac{\partial v}{\partial y} + f u = -g \frac{\partial \zeta}{\partial y} + C_f \frac{(u^2 + v^2)^{1/2}}{\zeta + h} \tag{3}
\]

Here \(u\) and \(v\) are the \(x\) and \(y\) components of velocity of sea water respectively, \(g\) is gravity, \(f\) is Coriolis parameter, \(\zeta\) is the displacement of the free surface from the equilibrium state, \(C_f\) is the bottom friction coefficient, \(h\) is ocean depth from the mean sea level.

2.2. Model domain and boundary conditions

In the introduction we have discussed about original domain (OD) and the extended domains ED(i), \(i = 1, 2, 3\). The OD is a rectangular region that lies between 2\(^\circ\)–14\(^\circ\) N and 91\(^\circ\)–101.5\(^\circ\) E. This model area includes the source region of the Indonesian tsunami 2004.

Other than the west coast of Peninsular Malaysia and Thailand, the boundaries are considered as straight lines in the sea. The southern and northern open sea boundaries lie parallel to \(x\)-axis and the western open sea boundary lies parallel to \(y\)-axis. For each ED(i), following Roy (1995), the radiation boundary conditions for the west, south and north open sea boundaries are

\[u - (g/h)^{1/2}\zeta = 0\] at the west boundary; parallel to \(y\)-axis \hspace{1cm} (4)

\[v + (g/h)^{1/2}\zeta = 0\] at the south boundary; along \(x\)-axis \hspace{1cm} (5)

\[v - (g/h)^{1/2}\zeta = 0\] at the north boundary; parallel to \(x\)-axis \hspace{1cm} (6)

This type of boundary condition allows the disturbance, generated within the model area, to go out through the open boundary. For the OD, the southern and northern open boundary conditions are also given by (5) and (6). The western open boundary conditions of OD will be discussed later. The coastal belts of the mainland and islands are the closed boundaries where the normal components of the velocities are taken as zero.

3. Numerical Method

3.1. Grid Generation
A rectangular grid system is generated in the analysis area using a set of equidistant straight lines parallel to the \( x \)-axis and a set of equidistant straight lines parallel to the \( y \)-axis. The space between any two consecutive gridlines parallel to the \( y \)-axis is \( \Delta y \) and that between any two consecutive gridlines parallel to the \( x \)-axis is \( \Delta x \). Let there be \( M \) gridlines parallel to \( y \)-axis and \( N \) gridlines parallel to \( x \)-axis so that the total number of grid points are \( M \times N \). We define the grid points \((x_i, y_j)\) in the domain by

\[
x_i = (i - 1)\Delta x, \quad i = 1, 2, 3, \ldots, M \quad (7)
\]

\[
y_j = (j - 1)\Delta y, \quad j = 1, 2, 3, \ldots, N \quad (8)
\]

The sequence of discrete time instants is given by

\[
t_k = k \Delta t, \quad k = 1, 2, 3, \ldots \quad (9)
\]

### 3.2. Numerical Scheme and Model Data Set-up

The governing equations (1)–(3) together with the boundary conditions (4)-(6) are discretized by finite difference (forward in time and central in space) and are solved by a conditionally stable semi-implicit method using a staggered grid system which is similar to the Arakawa C system.

The origin of the Cartesian coordinate system is at \( O \) (3.125\(^{\circ}\) N, 101.5\(^{\circ}\) E), the \( x \)-axis is directed towards west at an angle 15\(^{\circ}\) (anticlockwise) with the latitude line through \( O \) and the \( y \)-axis is directed towards north inclined at an angle 15\(^{\circ}\) (anticlockwise) with the longitude line through \( O \). The analysis area is a rectangular region between 2–14\(^{\circ}\) N and 91–101.5\(^{\circ}\) E (Fig. 1). The model area of OD includes the source region of Indonesian tsunami 2004. The number of grids in \( x \)-direction and \( y \)-direction are respectively \( M = 230 \) and \( N = 319 \) so that there are 73370 grid points in the computational domain of OD. The number of grids for ED(1), ED(2), and ED(3) are 500 \( \times \)319, 650 \( \times \) 319, and 1400 \( \times \) 319 respectively. The grid size of the rectangular mesh is given by \( \Delta x = \Delta y = 4 \) km for all the model areas. The time step \( \Delta t \) is taken as 10 seconds which satisfies the CFL criterion and thus ensures the stability of the numerical scheme. Following Kowalik et al. (2005), the value of the friction coefficient \( C_f \) is taken as 0.0033 through out the model area. The depth data for OD are collected from the Admiralty bathymetric charts and at the extended part of every ED(\( i \)), an average depth is used (3000 m).

### 4. Initial condition (Tsunami Source Generation)

The generation mechanism of the 26 December 2004 tsunami was mainly due a static sea floor deformation caused by an abrupt slip at the India/Burma plate interface. The extent of the rupture is estimated to be 1200–1400 km from the epicenter along the fault line (Amon et al. 2005; Hirata et al. 2006, Ohta et al. 2006, Tanioka et al. 2006). According to the estimation, the tsunami source is extended along the fault from south-east to north-west with uplift to subsidence from west to east. According to the supporting online materials of Amon et al. (2005) Fig. S2, the extent of the rupture zone is between 92–97\(^{\circ}\) E and 2–13\(^{\circ}\) N with maximum uplift to subsidence of the sea bed within \( \pm 5 \) m; the intensity of uplift/subsidence is least in the region 2–13\(^{\circ}\) N. Tanioka et al. (2006) computed the rupture zone between 92–97\(^{\circ}\) E and 2–13.5\(^{\circ}\) N; the estimated subsidence to uplift is within –3 to 8 m. According to Kowalik et. al. (2005), the computed rupture zone is 92–97\(^{\circ}\)E and 3–11\(^{\circ}\)N with a maximum uplift of 507 cm at the west and maximum subsidence of 474 cm at the east. Based on the above information we consider that the source of Indonesian tsunami 2004 as extending along the fault line between 92–97\(^{\circ}\) E and 2–13.5\(^{\circ}\) N with a maximum rise of 5 m and maximum fall of 4.75 m of the sea surface. Relative to the west coast of Malaysia and Thailand, the source is in the form of sea level trough to crest. The disturbance in the form of rise and fall of sea surface is assigned as the initial condition with a maximum rise of 5 m to maximum fall of 4.75 m.

To compute the far field tsunami along the west coast of Thailand and Peninsular Malaysia we set the source in ED(1), ED(2), and ED(3) by shifting the position of the Indonesian tsunami 2004 source through 1100, 1500 and 4500 km.
respectively without altering its intensity and orientation.

5. Effects of far field tsunami

To investigate the effects of the far field tsunami along the west coast of Thailand and Peninsular Malaysia we compute response of the source placed in every ED\((i)\), as mentioned in a previous section.

5.1. Propagation of tsunami generated through far field tsunami source

The propagation of the tsunami waves, generated by the source at ED\((1)\), along with the arrival times at the coasts has been computed. Figure 2 shows the time, in minutes, for attaining +0.1 m sea level rise at each grid point in the model domain. Thus considering the 0.1 m sea level rise as the arrival of tsunami, it is seen that, the disturbance propagates gradually towards the coast (Fig. 2). The arrival times of the waves at Phuket and Penang are respectively 210 min and 350 min. On the other hand, by placing the source in its original position in OD, the arrival time of tsunami at Phuket and Penang are respectively 90 min and 230 min, which are consistent with the data available in USGS website. Since the position of the source in ED\((1)\) is 1100 km away from its original position, the arrival of waves at the coastal belts is delayed by 120 min.

The propagation of the tsunami waves, generated by the sources in ED\((2)\) and ED\((3)\) has also been computed. Due to the source in ED\((2)\) the arrival time of the wave at Phuket and Penang are 250 min and 400 min respectively. Due to the source in ED\((3)\), the arrival times are 550 min and 700 min respectively (not shown).

5.2. Maximum water level due to far field tsunami source

Figure 3 depicts the maximum water level along the peninsular west coast from Penang Island to Phuket due to the source in ED\((1)\). The surge amplitude is increasing from south to north; the maximum water level attained is 12.09 m and around Phuket the maximum water level is 4.03–10.48 m. On the other hand, the maximum water level around Penang Island is 1.6–3.2 m. From the contour plot it is seen that, the surge amplitude is increasing very fast near the shoreline everywhere (Fig. 3).

Maximum water levels along the west coast from Penang Island to Phuket due to the sources in ED\((2)\) and ED\((3)\) are found to be 11.82 m and 8.87 m (not shown). Thus the maximum surge level is decreasing with the increase of the distance of the source position from the west coast.

5.3. Water levels at Phuket and Penang due to far field tsunami source

The fluctuation of water levels with respect to time at Phuket due to the initial tsunami wave generated at the source in ED\((1)\) is shown in Fig. 4. At the east coast of Phuket, the water level is oscillatory with a maximum level of 4.7 m and the oscillation continues with damping amplitude (Fig. 4a). In fact, 3.0 h after generation of the initial tsunami wave, the water level starts decreasing and reaches a minimum level of −1.8 m. Then it increases continuously to reach 4.7 m at 3.75 h before going down again. At the south-west coast of Phuket the time series is also oscillatory with minimum of −4.0 m and the maximum up to 7.8 m and the oscillation continues with damping amplitude (Fig. 4b).

Figure 5 shows a similar fluctuation at north and south coasts of Penang Island. At Batu Ferringi (north coast) the maximum elevation is approximately 3.2 m (Fig. 5a); 5 hrs after the generation of initial wave due to source in ED\((1)\), the water level starts decreasing and reaches to the level −0.9 m and then the water level increases continuously to reach a level of 3.2m (1st crest) at 5 hrs 20 min before going down again. At the south coast the time series is also oscillatory with maximum elevation of 2.0 m (Fig. 5b).

For the other two far field sources at ED\((2)\) and ED\((3)\), the computed water levels are also of similar patterns as those due to source in ED\((1)\) (not shown).
6. Tsunami Computation through an Open Boundary Condition

6.1. Open boundary condition in OD

In order to incorporate an open boundary condition in OD for computing the effect of far field tsunami sources, we first investigated the response of the sources in ED(1), ED(2) and ED(3) along the western open boundary of OD. Figure 6 shows the maximum amplitudes of tsunami waves along the west open boundary of OD due to the sources in ED(i). Solid, dash-dotted and dotted lines show the amplitudes due to sources in ED(1), ED(2) and ED(3) respectively. It is evident that, the amplitude of the wave decreases with increasing distance of the source position from the boundary. Figure 7 shows the time series at a point of the west open boundary of OD due to the above sources; and these are found to be oscillatory with damping amplitude.

For generating tidal oscillation in a limited area model through an open boundary, generally the formulation is done by associating a sinusoidal term, containing amplitude, period and phase, with the open boundary condition (Johns et al. 1985, Roy 1995). The amplitude of this sinusoidal term at a particular point of the boundary remains, in general, constant with respect to time. In case of tsunami propagation, the time series at a particular point is also oscillatory but with damping amplitude. On the basis of the information in Figs. 6 and 7, following Roy et al. (2006), an open boundary condition at the west boundary (parallel to y-axis) of OD is given by

\[ u - \sqrt{g/h} \zeta = -2\sqrt{g/h} e^{-st} a \sin(2\pi t/T + \phi) \]  \hspace{1cm} (10)

where \( a \) is the amplitude, \( T \) is the period, \( \phi \) is the phase of the wave and \( s \) is the scale factor used for damping the amplitude of the wave with respect to time. In Eq. (14), the following conditions are imposed:

\[ s = 0 \quad \text{for} \quad t \leq T \]

and

\[ s > 0 \quad \text{for} \quad t > T. \]  \hspace{1cm} (11)

Through the condition (11) we are allowing one wave, with full amplitude, to enter into the domain before damping of the amplitude begins. In Eq. (10), we have taken \( \phi = 0, T = 0.5 \) h and \( s = 0.01 \) and the values of \( a \) are taken according to those obtained in Fig. 6.

The boundary condition (10) at the western open boundary of OD, along with the values of \( a \) (in Fig. 6) that are obtained along this boundary as the response of the source in ED(1), will henceforth be abbreviated as BC-ED(1). Similarly, BC-ED(2) and BC-ED(3) are the boundary conditions given by Eq. (14), along with the values of \( a \) that are obtained as the responses of sources in ED(2) and ED(3) respectively.

6.2. Tsunami propagation in the Phuket and Penang

Results from the numerical simulation of the propagation of tsunami towards the west coast of Peninsular Thailand and Malaysia generated through the BC-ED(1) are shown in Figure 8. The propagation of incoming tsunami at the west coasts of Southern Thailand and Malaysia between Phuket in Thailand and Penang in Malaysia are investigated. The disturbance pattern of the sea surface is presented at four different instants of time. The wave celerity \( c = \sqrt{g/h} \) near Phuket with water depths of about \( h = 200 \) to 300 m is much higher than near the Penang region with water depths in between \( h = 50 \) to 100 m. This results in a spreading of the incoming tsunami wave including a decrease of the wave height (time \( t = 3 \) to 4.5 hr). At 1.5 hr after the generation of the initial tsunami wave at the source, the sea surface disturbance is found to be proceeding towards Phuket with a trough at the front followed by a crest (Fig. 8a) and hits the Phuket coast at 2 hr after the generation. The wave is now propagating towards the Penang Island after flooding the Phuket region (Fig. 8b). In 3.5 hr the disturbance propagates further towards Penang Island and finally at 4.7 hr the tsunami surge is hitting the north and west coasts of Penang Island (Fig. 8c, d).

6.3. Tsunami travel time
Figure 9 shows the time, in minutes, for attaining +0.1 m sea level rise at each grid point generated through the BC-ED(1). The disturbance, created through the open boundary of OD, propagates gradually towards the coast and the arrival times of the wave at Phuket and Penang are 130 min and 280 min respectively. The arrival times of the waves at Phuket and Penang due to the disturbance created through each of BC-ED(2) and BC-ED(3) are identical with those due to the disturbance created through BC-ED(1).

6.4. Maximum water level due to boundary conditions

Figure 10 depicts the maximum water level along the Peninsular west coast from Penang Island to Phuket due to the waves generated through BC-ED(1). The surge amplitude is increasing from south to north; the highest water level attained is 14.15 m. The maximum water level surrounding Phuket is 4.7–11.3 m and the highest water level around Penang Island is 1.8–3.7 m. The surge amplitude due to BC-ED(1) is found to be more than that associated with the source in ED(1). The maximum water levels along the Peninsular west coast due to the waves generated through BC-ED(2) and BC-ED(3) reached up to 14.01 m and 13.36 m (not shown) respectively. The surge amplitudes due to BC-ED(2) and BC-ED(3) are found to be more than those associated with the sources in ED(2) and ED(3) respectively. Thus in every case the surge amplitude is found to be more due to the boundary condition than that generated through corresponding far field tsunami source.

6.5. Water levels at Phuket and Penang Island due to boundary conditions

The computed time series of surface fluctuation at Phuket and Penang Island as the response of the BC-ED(1) are shown in Figs. 11 and 12. At the east coast of Phuket the fluctuation begins with recession and 1.75 h after imposition of the boundary condition the water level reaches a minimum of –2.8 m; then it increases continuously to reach a maximum of 5.0m after 2.75 h and the fluctuation continues with damping amplitude (Fig. 11a). At the south-west coast of Phuket the fluctuation is also oscillatory; the minimum and maximum levels attained are –6.2 m and 7.2 m respectively and the oscillation continues with low amplitudes (Fig. 11b).

Figure 11 shows the fluctuation at the north and south coasts of Penang Island. At Batu Ferrangi (north coast) the maximum elevation is approximately 4.8m (Fig. 12a). At 3.5 h after imposition of the boundary condition, the water level starts decreasing and reaches a minimum level of –1.6 m. Then the water level increases continuously to reach a level of 3.6m (1st crest) at 3 h 40 min before going down again. The water level oscillates and this oscillation continues for several hours with damping amplitude. At the south coast the fluctuation is also oscillatory and the maximum elevation is approximately 2.0 m (Fig. 12b). The time series of water levels at those locations associated with BC-ED(2) and BC-ED(3) are also found to be of similar pattern.

7. Adjustment of the Amplitude of the Boundary Condition

As mentioned earlier, the values of $a$ in BC-ED(i) along the western open boundary of OD have been assigned from the set of data obtained as the response of the source placed in ED(i). The intensity of water level due to every BC-ED(i) is more than that generated through the corresponding far field tsunami source in ED(i). To obtain the identical response through the boundary condition, we adjust the amplitude, $a$, in Eq. (10) by trial and error. It is found that, the amplitude $a$ (Fig. 6) in each of BC-ED(1) and BC-ED(2) needs to be multiplied by 0.85 and that of BC-ED(3), needs to be multiplied by 0.7. Thus the amplitude, $a$, in each of BC-ED(1) and BC-ED(2) is replaced by a new amplitude $a' = 0.85 \ a$ and in BC-ED(3) by $a' = 0.7 \ a$ to compute the response along the coastal belt.

7.1. Maximum water level due to boundary condition with adjusted amplitude

Figure 13 depicts the maximum water level associated with the adjusted BC-ED(1) along the peninsular west coast; the highest of maximum level is 12.26 m. The maximum water level surrounding Phuket is 3.6–9.8 m and the
maximum water level around Penang Island is 1.6–2.5 m. As mentioned earlier the highest of maximum level is 12.09 m and the maximum levels around Phuket and Penang Island are 4.03–10.48 m and 1.6–3.2 m associated with the response generated through the source in ED(1) (Fig. 3, section 5.2). The highest of maximum levels along the coastal belt associated with adjusted BC-ED(2), and BC-ED(3) are 11.85 m and 9.26 m respectively (not shown). These values are almost the same as the corresponding levels (11.82 m and 8.87 m) associated with the sources in ED(2) and ED(3) respectively (section 5.2). Thus, by proper choice of the value of the scale factor for the amplitude of the boundary condition, it may be possible to compute far field tsunami effect. The computed results for maximum water level along the peninsular west coast are summarized in Table 1. From this table it is evident that the computed maximum water levels due to adjusted BC-ED(i) compares reasonably well with those due to corresponding sources in ED(i).

For adjusting the water level due to every BC-ED(i) with that due to the source in the corresponding ED(i), we have replaced the amplitude a by a new amplitude \( a' = s' a \), where \( s' \) is a scale factor. We have seen that for BC-ED(1-2), \( s' = 0.85 \) and for BC-ED(3), \( s' = 0.7 \). To investigate the quantitative nature of \( s' \), we have conducted experiments by placing the source at some more extended domains. The values of the scale factor of the amplitude of the boundary condition in OD corresponding to response of the sources in different extended domains are shown in Table2.

7.2. Anomaly of water level due to far field tsunami source and tsunami boundary condition

Figure 14 shows the anomalies (difference) of maximum water levels generated through the source in ED(1) and due to BC-ED(1). Solid lines show the positive values and dashed lines show the negative values; the regions without contour lines have zero level. The difference of the maximum water levels is from -1 to +1.5 m only. From this contour plot it is evident that, other than the region surrounding Phuket, where the anomaly is nonzero, both results are identical. In the region surrounding Phuket the anomaly appears to be within tolerance level. The anomalies of maximum water levels generated through the source in ED(2) and due to BC-ED(2); are in the range -1.5–2.5 m and the anomalies of the maximum water levels due to source in ED(3) and BC-ED(3) are in the range of -1.0–2.2 m (not shown in the figure). From these results it is evident that by proper choice boundary condition it is possible to compute far field tsunami within a reasonable accuracy.

8. Conclusion

In this paper, a shallow water nonlinear Cartesian coordinate model is used to compute the effects of far field tsunami in a limited area model using an appropriate boundary condition. For that purpose we have shifted the source of Indonesian tsunami 2004 to ~1100, 1500, and 4500 km away from the west coast of the original model domain with the same intensity and orientation of the source. By proper choice of the value of the scale factor, an open boundary condition has been formulated whose response in the model domain is reasonably consistent with the response of Indonesian tsunami 2004 situated far away from the fault zone. Thus, by choosing an appropriate open boundary condition it is possible to generate the response of a far field tsunami source with reasonable accuracy.
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Table 1. Computed maximum water levels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Highest of maximum elevation (m)</th>
<th>Maximum elevation around Phuket (m)</th>
<th>Maximum elevation around Penang Island (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ED(1)</td>
<td>12.09</td>
<td>4.03 – 10.48</td>
<td>1.6 – 3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC-ED(1)</td>
<td>14.15</td>
<td>4.7 – 11.3</td>
<td>1.8 – 3.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. The scale factor for the amplitude due to the response of the sources in different distances.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance of the source from it original position (in km)</th>
<th>Value of the scale factor ($s'$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1100</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1500</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2500</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3200</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4500</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1: The original model domain (OD).
Figure 2: Tsunami propagation time in minutes towards Phuket and Penang Island due to source in ED(1).

Figure 3. Maximum elevation due source in ED(1) around the west coast of Thailand and Malaysia.

Figure 4: Computed water level fluctuation at two coastal locations of Phuket Island associated with the source in ED(1): (a) East Phuket, (b) South-west Phuket.
Figure 5: Computed water level fluctuation at two coastal locations of Penang Island associated with the source in ED(1):: (a) Batu Ferringi, (b) South coast.

Figure 6: Maximum amplitudes of the tsunami waves at the west open boundary of OD due to the sources in ED(i), i = 1, 2, 3.

Figure 7: Computed water level fluctuation at a point on the open boundary of OD due to the sources in ED(i), i = 1, 2, 3.

Figure 8a: Computed tsunami disturbance pattern at 1.5 hr.
Figure 8b: Computed tsunami disturbance pattern at 2 hr.

Figure 8c: Computed tsunami disturbance pattern at 3.5 hr.

Figure 8d: Computed tsunami disturbance pattern at 4.7 hr.

Figure 9: Tsunami propagation time in minutes towards Phuket and Penang Island due to BC-ED(1).
Figure 10: Maximum elevation due to BC-ED(1) around the west coast of Thailand and Malaysia.

Figure 11: Computed water level fluctuation at two coastal locations of Phuket Island associated with BC-ED(1): (a) East Phuket, (b) South-west Phuket.

Figure 12: Computed water level fluctuation at two coastal locations of Penang Island associated with BC-ED(1): (a) Batu Ferringi (north coast), (b) South coast.
Figure 13: Maximum elevation due to BC-ED(1), with adjusted amplitude, around the west coast of Thailand and Malaysia.

Figure 14: Anomaly of maximum elevations around the west coast of Thailand and Malaysia associated with the source in ED(1) and BC-ED(1) with adjusted amplitude.